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There exists a silken red thread of destiny. It is said that this magical cord may tangle or stretch but never break. When a child is born, that invisible red thread connects the child’s soul to all the people—past, present, and future—who will play a part in that child’s life. Over time, that thread shortens and tightens, bringing closer and closer those people who are fated to be together.
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A BIRD DOES NOT SING BECAUSE IT HAS AN ANSWER. IT SINGS BECAUSE IT HAS A SONG.
In her sleep, Maya dreamed of falling. But in her waking life, she was as solid as a tombstone. People relied on her. They trusted her for support and help and advice. That was why she sat in her friend Emily’s kitchen listening to Emily complain about her marriage and her stepdaughter Chloe and her childless suburban life. The kitchen had been decorated to look like something in the French countryside, all exposed wood and large stones. The fact that Emily didn’t cook made the kitchen even more ridiculous.

“Why are you grinning?” Emily asked.

Maya said, “You don’t even like France and you have these big signs hanging here.” Maya pointed to one with a huge pink pig and the word cochon written in white below it.

“I do like France,” Emily said. “I just didn’t like my so-called honeymoon there, driving around with Chloe in the backseat grumbling and getting carsick.”

“I know,” Maya said. She patted her friend’s hand. “An eleven-year-old should not be on a honeymoon.”

“We had to keep finding pay phones so she could call her mother and tell her how miserable she was. And those phone cards never worked.” Emily sighed. “It has been downhill from there.”

Maya looked out the window, to the terraced garden. The flowers there were arranged by color, all of the oranges together, then the yellows and pinks. Weren’t flowers meant to commingle? she wondered. Hummingbird feeders hung above the flowers, swaying slightly in the late spring breeze.

“Do they come?” Maya asked.

“Hummingbirds?” Emily shook her head. “I seem to be able to keep everything small and fragile away.”

Once, when she had lived in Hawaii, Maya had watched a variety of hummingbirds dart in and out of a feeder in her neighbor’s yard. They were as tiny as bumblebees, those hummingbirds. Their heart beat, she knew, at a rate of 1,260 beats per minute. Like the racing heart of a fetus, she thought.

“Not like you,” Emily was saying. “You give people life. You give them hope.”

Maya Lange ran the Red Thread Adoption Agency. It placed babies from China with families in the United States. In the eight years since she’d opened the agency, she had heard about every fertility treatment available. She had seen more broken
hearts than she could count. With over four hundred babies placed, a person might think that by giving these families their babies, her own heart would have healed. But hers still felt like someone had punched a hole in it.

“A woman in my Pilates class told me that I might be allergic to Michael’s sperm,” Emily continued. “There’s a doctor in Philadelphia who injects women with their husband’s sperm to build up antibodies. She said that after ten treatments you can maintain a pregnancy instead of reject it.”

Maya did not answer her friend. Long ago, she had buried her own secrets. They belonged only to her, and a man she no longer spoke to. Sometimes she wondered if he too remained haunted. Guilt did that to a person. It made you silent, afraid, alone. It made you listen to other people’s pain but keep your own to yourself.

“You think that’s weird,” Emily said.

Maya shook her head. “Nothing is weird on the path to parenthood.”

“You sound like your own brochure,” Emily said.

“Do you know what I do find weird, though? The garden. Why are the flowers separated like that?”

“Like what?” Emily said, frowning.

“By color. One of the wonderful things about flowers is how orange looks good next to purple, and pink and red are beautiful together. If we dressed that way, we would look absurd. But flowers were meant to mix like that.”

“The landscaper did it,” Emily said. “It was all her idea.”

The women were quiet, each gazing out at the sunlight-drenched garden, lost in their own thoughts. The expanse of the wooden farm table lay between them.

“Except the feeders,” Emily said quietly. “I hung those. I wanted to bring hummingbirds here.”

Maya thought again of those tiny hummingbirds in her neighbor’s yard. “Once…” she began.

Emily looked at her expectantly.

Maya shrugged. “Just a hummingbird story,” she said. “Not even a story, really.”

The sound of the front door opening and the noisy arrival of Emily’s husband Michael and his friend broke the somber mood. A familiar, uncomfortable feeling settled in Maya’s stomach.

Emily leaned closer to Maya. “Your boyfriend’s here.”

Maya rolled her eyes. “Please,” she said.

Emily had taken it as her mission to find a man for Maya, despite Maya’s insistence that she had no desire for a relationship. Everyone needs human contact, Emily had argued. Even Maya Lange. That began a steady stream of mismatched dates that had gone on for too many months. On Friday nights, Maya drove from her house in Providence to Emily’s home twenty minutes away in the suburb of Barrington. The town had curvy roads lined with stone walls, leafy trees, oversized houses set away from the road. The only parts of them visible were the turreted roofs and soft glowing lights.

Michael came into the kitchen, his necktie already loosened, the latest victim trailing behind him. When Michael bent to kiss Emily hello, Maya warily studied her date. All of the men seemed the same: balding, belly just beginning to stretch, nice suit and polished shoes. This one wore glasses, those narrow rectangular ones everyone
wore to look hipper or smarter than they actually were.
   “Jack,” he said, extending his hand.
Maya shook it quickly.
   “How about a Stella?” Michael called, opening one massive door of the stainless steel refrigerator.
   “Sounds good,” Jack said.
   “Can you open a bottle of chardonnay for us?” Emily said.
Michael pulled out the beer and a bottle of wine and set about getting glasses for everyone.
   “Why don’t you have a seat?” Emily said to Jack, who stood awkwardly in the kitchen.
   “Shouldn’t we go into the living room?” Michael said. “Get comfortable?”
He placed drinks on the table, then returned to the refrigerator for hummus and dips, a platter of vegetables.
   “Why don’t you go on?” he said. “I just want to call Chloe and see how her game went.”
   “Lacrosse?” Jack asked, dipping a baby carrot into the hummus.
But Michael was already dialing the phone, and Emily had started to gather the food. Jack shrugged, and followed Emily out. For a moment, Maya stayed seated. She wanted to be in her own small house, safe from blind dates, the awkwardness of a goodbye kiss.
   “How’d it go?” Michael gushed into the phone.
Sighing, Maya grabbed the wine bottle and her glass, and headed toward the living room.

THEY ALWAYS ATE at the same restaurant on these double dates, a dark, low-ceilinged place that claimed to have been there since the eighteenth century. The food was always off a bit, an onion jam that overpowered the meat, or a too-mustardy vinaigrette. But part of the charade was to pretend she loved the food, so Maya commented on how interesting it was, what a daring chef. She drank too much wine and talked too little.
While Emily and Michael discussed desserts, Jack caught Maya’s eye and smiled. It was a warm smile, and it touched her, as if they might have something in common. Unexpected tears came to her eyes, and she focused on the dessert menu, with its complicated combinations of chocolate and brie, sage ice cream, and lavender crème brûlée. The oddities of the desserts, that strange need to mix sweet and savory, struck Maya as sad.
The image of her ex-husband struggling to make a perfect pie crust came to her. She had craved apple pie, and to please her he set about making one. A scientist, he had worried over the temperature of the butter, the proportion of lard to flour, the use of ice water. This is why I study jellyfish instead of culinary arts, he had said to her. Sweat made his hair stick to his forehead and he looked boyish in that small kitchen. Outside the window, a palm tree stood guard, and the smell of frangipani turned the air sweet. He had kissed her then, his hand lingering on her stomach.
   “You okay?” Jack asked her. His voice was low and he leaned across the table
“I was just thinking of apple pie,” she managed to say. He smiled, revealing crinkles at the corners of his eyes. “Good old-fashioned apple pie,” he said. “Yes.”

Maya tried to return the smile. “I know a place where we could get some,” he said. “Leave these two to their sage and lavender.”

For a moment, Maya allowed herself to imagine it, eating apple pie with this nice man, enjoying an intimacy, a kiss, the promise of another date. But she shook her head. “The drive home,” she said. “Thanks, though.”

Briefly, she saw the disappointment in his face, as if he had failed somehow. She wanted to tell him that he had done nothing wrong, that it was her inability to get close to someone again, that she destroyed things she loved. But the look passed from his face and he turned his attention to Michael.

Emily tugged on Maya’s sleeve. “Ladies’ room?”

Maya followed her into the small bathroom intended for one person, pressing against the wall so Emily could close the door. “He’s nice,” Maya said. “The nicest so far.”

“But you won’t go get apple pie with him?” Emily said. She twisted strands of her chestnut hair around her finger so that it looked tousled. Then she carefully applied lipstick, and blotted it on a tissue. The women’s eyes met in the mirror. “Of course I was eavesdropping.”

“I might see him again,” Maya said. “But the drive—”

“Uh-huh.” Emily leaned toward Maya and smudged the lipstick on her lips. “Better,” she announced.

“If he asks,” Maya said, “I’ll give him my number, okay?”

Emily shrugged, but Maya could tell she was pleased. “Maya?” Emily said, when Maya turned to leave. “Maybe it’s time for you to help us get a baby.” Her green eyes were teary. “I mean, Philadelphia and sperm injections. Maybe it’s time, you know?”

Maya touched Emily’s arm. “There’s an orientation Monday night. Why don’t you and Michael come and get the information. No commitment.”

Emily wiped the corners of her eyes and nodded. Once again, she stopped Maya when she turned to leave. “Have you ever thought about doing it?” she asked.

Marry frowned. “Adopting a baby yourself?” Emily said. They had been friends for almost five years, ever since they’d met at a Lucinda Williams concert at Lupo’s Heartbreak Hotel in Providence. Sitting beside each other that night, they’d laughed at how each of them sang along under their breath, how they’d both cried when she sang “Passionate Kisses.” This was before Emily had married Michael, and the two women had grown close over dinners at New Rivers restaurant and Saturday afternoons sitting through two or three movies in a row. Still, Emily asked the question with hesitation.

The bathroom was so small that the women’s bodies pressed against each other lightly. Maya could smell the floral cleaning solution, and a faint whiff of hairspray. Emily was her closest friend, but Maya could not tell her how once, when she’d first
opened the Red Thread Adoption Agency, she had filled out all the forms to adopt a baby herself only to balk when she imagined questions about her character. Somewhere, there were records about everything. She’d had a family get denied over a DUI in college, another over an adolescent shoplifting charge.

Maya shook her head.

Emily studied her face for a moment, as if she knew Maya was lying.

“Maybe someday,” Emily said finally.

“I’m glad you’re doing it,” Maya said, relieved to turn the conversation away from herself.

Hunan, China

WANG CHUN

“Who will get this baby?” Wang Chun asks out loud. “Who will take her in and cherish her?”

She lifts her baby daughter to her breast and guides the nipple to the child’s mouth. This baby is slow to suck, as if she knows her fate. Chun wills herself to keep such thoughts from her mind. It is all yuan, destiny. To think of her daughter’s fate will not change it. Hadn’t her mother told her, “The sky does not make dead-end streets for people”? Hadn’t her husband said when the first pains began just five days ago, “Remember, Chun, we can have many more babies if we must”? Hadn’t he told her this morning as she set out from their home with this baby in the sling, bouncing gently against Chun’s hip and still-swollen stomach, “Remember, Chun, a girl is like water you pour out”? And hadn’t she nodded when he said this, as if she agreed with him, as if she too believed a daughter was just water that you poured out and let flow away?

The child’s sucking is lackluster and weak, and for an instant Chun’s heart lifts. Perhaps this baby is sickly. Perhaps her weak sucking is a sign that she would not live long. Chun almost smiles at the idea. If she is going to lose her daughter anyway, wouldn’t it be easier now at only five days old than later, at five months or even five years? But then, as if the baby reads Chun’s thoughts, she latches onto the nipple hard and begins to suck noisily, voraciously. The baby lifts her eyes toward Chun, eyes that until this moment have not focused on anything at all. Instead, they have been cloudy and half shut, like a kitten’s. Now the baby settles her solemn gaze right on Chun’s face and sucks the milk from her breast hard as if to say, No, Mother! I am here to stay!

Chun wants to look away, but she cannot. Their eyes—mother’s and daughter’s—stay locked until the baby has her fill. She hiccupps softly, then lets her jaw go slack without dropping the nipple completely. It seems she does not want to let go.

“You must,” Chun says softly. “You must let go.” She intends these words for her infant daughter. But somehow she seems to be speaking them to herself.

The sun is setting, turning the sky a beautiful lavender, the clouds violet and magenta and gray-blue. Chun has not allowed herself to call this baby anything. But now she leans forward to kiss the top of her daughter’s head, and as she does so she whispers, “Xia”—colorful clouds.
Then Chun takes the now-sleeping baby and settles her into the basket. She places the cotton blanket over her snugly, being sure to tuck it in tight. The basket is of a type particular to her village. Someone who knows her village, who has traveled the seven hours down the back roads, past fields of kale, would recognize this basket. They would see this sleeping baby in this particular basket and know where she had come from. The blanket too might provide a clue. It is made of pieces of Chun’s own clothing, with fabric bought in the village. The purple and navy blue cotton had been her own pants and tunic. She cut them carefully into squares and sewed those squares together the day after the baby was born, knowing what she would have to do. But a person who had visited her village might be able to say that this fabric came from there.

Chun chides herself for her sentimentality. It is a bad idea to leave clues. Her very own neighbor was recently caught leaving an infant daughter in this very city where Chun now stands staring down at Xia. This neighbor brought the baby right up to the door of the social institution, leaving her in a box that had held melons sold in the village market. She had placed the baby there at sunrise, then stood half hidden behind cars parked in the yard.

When the head of the institution arrived for work, she saw the woman there and said sternly, “You! What are you doing in this yard?”

Of course the neighbor tried to run, but either fear or guilt kept her there, frozen to that spot behind the cars, crouched and trembling.

“You do know that I am legally obliged to call the police if you have left something here?” the woman said. Her eyes darted to the doorway where the box sat with the baby inside.

“Is that yours?” the woman said, her voice kinder now. “I will turn around, and when I look in your direction again, you and your belongings should be gone.”

The woman did just that. She turned around and waited several minutes.

Chun’s neighbor ran to the door and took her daughter from the box that had held melons and fled that yard. When she returned home later that day, dusty and hungry, with the baby in her arms, her husband slapped her so hard that she fell to the floor.

What else could he do? Chun’s husband asked her when she told him this story which the neighbor herself had told Chun. And Chun had answered, Nothing. There was nothing else he could do.

She did not tell her husband the rest of the story, how the neighbor’s husband had taken the baby from her, and set off down the road that led out of the village himself. He left instructions for his parents to not let his wife back in the house until he returned. Luckily it was summer, and the woman slept in the garden and ate the radishes that grew there. Her breasts began to leak milk, and to grow hard and painful from the need to nurse her daughter. Inside, her older daughter peered from the window, curious about her mother sitting alone in the dirt with large wet circles spreading across her cotton dress. But the child was too young to ask questions or to help her mother, who began to wail as time passed and her breasts ached and overflowed and her husband did not return.

That night she slept outside in the dirt, and the next day she ate radishes for breakfast, and then, out of her mind from pain and grief, she unbuttoned her dress and squeezed the milk from her breasts even though she saw her mother-in-law staring at
her. Her lip where her husband had hit her felt swollen and she could still taste the iron of her blood there. And she bled from her recent childbirth so that the inside of her legs felt sticky. Her breasts could not seem to empty of their milk and ached even more.

When her husband came home empty-handed that afternoon, he did not let her in. He did not even make eye contact with her. He simply ignored her. The sounds of her husband and their daughter and her in-laws making dinner and eating together, the smells of ginger and hot pepper, all of it assaulted her. She called to them to let her in, to give her food. But it wasn’t until the next day that he appeared at the door and motioned her inside.

What have we learned from this? Chun’s husband had asked her.
She shook her head.

Number one, he said: Leave the child when it is dark. Number two: Walk away. Number three: Do not go to the institution.

Number four, Chun said.

Number four? her husband asked, confused.
Number four, Chun said, do not love the child.

DARKNESS HAS FALLEN. It is time.

Chun lifts the basket carefully so as not to wake Xia. She emerges from the cluster of trees at the edge of the park and walks across the grass, past the abundant flowers, to the pavilion. Tomorrow is the first day of the Flower Festival and this now-empty park will be filled with people. Someone is sure to find this basket from the distant village with the baby girl inside it, and when they see the precious gift there that person will surely take Xia to the appropriate place.

She has been told not to wait to be certain this happens. Her husband has warned her to walk away. But the night is so dark and the basket looks so small, like a toy, that Chun finds she cannot leave. She stands in the dark, silent park, hesitating. Would it be so terrible to go back to that cluster of trees and wait there? From that place she can see the pavilion. She will be able to see a person emerge with the basket that holds Xia. She will not have to tell her husband that she has done this. She can simply say that the long walk made her weary and that she slept a long time before heading back home.

Satisfied with her plan, Chun walks back past the flowers, across the grass, to the cluster of trees. She takes the sling that had just a few hours ago held her newborn daughter and rolls it up like a pillow to put beneath her head. As she looks upward, the leaves make a pattern like lace against the sky. Chun stares at this pattern and thinks of how she does not want to make this journey again.

Last year she had a daughter whom she left at the police station of a different city. The year before she had a daughter whom her husband had agreed, reluctantly, to keep. She does not want her heart broken again. How many daughters can a woman lose and still love her husband? Still cook dinner and grow vegetables and smile at others? Her heart is broken into so many pieces already. One daughter who knows where? One daughter in a basket across the park waiting for someone to find her.

Yet even today, only five days after this child was born, her husband had smiled at
her and said, Hurry back, and Chun had known he meant hurry back so that we can try again for a son.

But Chun feels certain that she was made to only have daughters. She stares up at the leaves and considers her dilemma. Can a woman turn her own husband away in bed? Can she deny him his needs, his longing, his son? Chun has no answers. She knows only this: She cannot abandon another baby.

Her eyelids grow heavy and her mind goes where she does not want it to go. Last year, when she left her three-day-old daughter on the steps of the police station, it was January and cold. What Chun fears is that despite the layers of clothing, despite the blankets she’d so carefully swaddled the baby in, despite her pleading with the heavens to protect her baby, the child did not get found in time and froze to death in the winter night.

The thought jolts her awake. Chun sits up, her heart beating hard. Even though it is not quite dawn, trucks are pulling into the park. Chun stumbles to her feet. Her mouth is dry and foul-tasting. Her breasts are heavy with milk. She puts her hand to her chest as if that small gesture can stop the pounding of her heart. Men in orange work clothes emerge from the trucks and begin unloading chairs, swaths of cloth, equipment of some kind. They move toward the pavilion, their figures slowly illuminated in the rising sun.

Then Chun hears the sound of excited voices. One of the men lifts her basket high, like he has won a prize, and hands it down to the men. Xia is lost in a blur of orange. Chun waits, unsure of what to do. Then she turns from the park and walks north, toward home, with quick determined steps.

“Who will get this baby?” Wang Chun asks out loud. “Who will take her in and cherish her?”

Of course, she has no answers. Only a mother can love a baby the right way. Only a mother truly cherishes her children. Something in her wants to go back and shout: That is my daughter! But Wang Chun keeps moving steadily away.

MAYA

Maya stood in her office surrounded by pictures of the children. Dark-haired girls grinned at the camera from under Christmas trees or inside spinning Disneyland pink teacups or sitting on green grass in front of tulips or rosebushes or in bedrooms so white and frilly they seemed to be made for princesses. The pictures told Maya that these children, once abandoned somewhere in China and brought to orphanages where they often slept two or three or four to a crib, these children were now happy. In fact, not just happy, but special. They had toys and vacations and pretty clothes. Look at me! the pictures seemed to say. Look at how happy and special I am.

On the morning before an orientation, Maya liked to come in early, before her secretary Samantha or her assistant Jane arrived, before documents appeared for her to scrutinize and phones began ringing. On these mornings, like this morning, Maya came in early with her Venti no-fat no-foam latte and looked at the pictures of the children. Since 2002, when she opened the Red Thread Adoption Agency in a one-
room third-floor walk-up office in an old foundry, Maya had placed four hundred and fifty-one children from China.

At six o’clock tonight, prospective families would begin step one of the adoption process, an orientation in the office suite. The new offices on Wickenden Street were spacious, a maze of rooms with glowing computer screens and gleaming desks, conference rooms and coffeemakers, central air-conditioning, fax machines, copy machines, nameplates on the doors. And the pictures of those four hundred and fifty-one children everywhere. Maya never told anyone, but she knew each child’s name— the Chinese ones the orphanages gave them and their new American ones. She knew which province they came from and where they lived now.

Once, she had heard Samantha and Jane gossiping about her.

“She knows them,” Samantha had whispered. They were making a fresh pot of coffee, standing in the corner, heads bent together. “Every one of them.”

“Even Maya Lange can’t remember over four hundred names like that,” Jane said.

Maya stood outside the doorway until the conversation switched to Samantha’s date the night before. Samantha was a relentless dater, determined to meet the right man and to marry him and move out to East Greenwich or some other suburb where the houses had shutters and rolling lawns. Quietly, Maya slipped back to her office and sat at her desk wondering if they found knowing all those children by name a spectacular accomplishment or an embarrassing oddity. She knew that Samantha and Jane were both slightly afraid of her. She was a perfectionist who did not understand mistakes. In her business, they dealt with children, and families who wanted children desperately. There was no room for error. One misplaced form, one incorrect piece of information, and a family could lose their place in the queue. A child could have to wait months longer for a home. Or worse.

Sometimes Maya wondered what these women would think if they knew anything about her own life. If she told them, This is what happened to my first husband and me long ago, would it make them like her more? If she explained how that one terrible thing had allowed her to make bad decisions, would they feel closer to her? She didn’t want or need them to like her or want to be her friend. But she did wonder if they saw her as more human how that would change everything.

On this morning before the orientation, Maya found herself wondering these things again. She sighed and turned her attention to organizing. Maya found comfort and escape in getting things ready for her families. Their path to a baby was a long one, she knew. The orientation tonight. Then all of the paperwork, gathering their birth certificates and tax forms, bank statements and letters of recommendation. They had to be fingerprinted and have a criminal check. A social worker had to do three home studies, making sure they had a safe house with a room for the baby. And then more paperwork: U.S. approval, and all of those documents sent to China. This took six months to complete, and at the end of that time there was nothing to do except wait for China to send a referral. Maya had seen that wait be as short as a year and as long as three years.

Maya sipped her coffee and grimaced. No matter how many times she asked for no foam, the girl—the barista! and thinking this she laughed—couldn’t get it right. Still, the bitter espresso tasted good and Maya let herself pause a moment in her ritual to think about Jack and how he had indeed asked for her phone number, standing by
her bright orange VW Bug in the restaurant parking lot. She had felt an almost-forgotten stirring that night when he leaned down and kissed her. Just one kiss, but it had oddly moved her. Maya smiled thinking about it, but then reprimanded herself. What was the point in romanticizing something that was never going to happen? She straightened her skirt, as if allowing even the tiniest bit of intimacy into her thoughts had mussed her up somehow. Maya took another sip of her coffee. Perhaps she would write a letter to the company about foam in lattes.

But not today. Today she would get ready to meet the new potential families. She went to the wall that held the earliest pictures and took a deep breath. Olivia. Ariane. Melissa. Her finger touched each photograph lightly as she said the girls’ names. Kate. Caitlin. Michelle. Julie. Isabella. Rose. Morgan. Maya smiled. There they were. The first ten. All of them brought home from Sichuan Province in December 2002. She’d gone with the families that first time, making sure everything went perfectly. Julie’s parents lost their passports and Maya had taken care of that. Olivia’s parents didn’t have their money for the orphanage donation in clean, unwrinkled bills, and Maya had taken care of that, finding a bank in the middle of nowhere that had over a thousand new American dollars and convincing them to take the slightly used ones in return. Then Jordan had developed a fever and Maya had taken her to the local hospital and stayed with her through the night until the fever subsided. Michelle’s mother had forgotten to mention that she had a peanut allergy and went into anaphylactic shock during the farewell dinner. But Maya had remembered that Caitlin’s mother was allergic to bees and had an epi pen which Maya retrieved and administered herself.

Every detail. Every problem. Every child, her responsibility. And despite the lost passports and the wrong money and the fever and the peanut allergy, everything was perfect. Here were these ten girls, all of them happy, special. Maya slid her finger down to the next row and repeated the same process. Ali. Elizabeth. Joy, she said, her finger lightly touching each shiny image until she had worked her way across this wall, and the bulletin board in the hallway and the other one in the orientation room and the one by the entrance door. Four hundred and fifty-one children. By the time she had finished, the front door swung open and Samantha walked in.

“You’re here early,” she said in the Rhode Island accent that grated ever so slightly on Maya’s nerves. “Orientation tonight, huh?”

“Yes,” Maya said. “I think I would like the Little Schoolboy cookies. The dark chocolate ones. And that Paul Newman lemonade.”

“Pink? Or regular?” Samantha said.


If Samantha noticed, or cared, she didn’t let on. She slid into her seat behind her desk and placed the earphone behind her short dark hair, ready for the day to begin.

IN THE SUMMER of 2001, after Maya’s divorce was final and she had left Honolulu and her life behind for a part-time job teaching marine biology at the University of Rhode Island, her parents took her to China with them for a monthlong vacation. She had not wanted to go. Instead, she wanted to sit in her apartment on Transit Street in Providence, and drink too much wine and watch bad TV movies, alone. But perhaps knowing this was what she would do, her mother insisted. She bought her a ticket even